The Signs Are Good

Fifty five years of collecting autographs. From a young boy where I faced gangs on London
stations, who charged collectors for the privilege to go on to the platforms to collect the prized
signatures to the present time. How my collecting led to me getting my job working at a
professional football club I have supported since childhood. It tells the stories of the many
good experiences I had with so many top celebrities and sports people. There are some
controversial views about household names that may surprise the reader. How things never
worked out to plan like missing the last train home and ending up paying ?40 for a taxi without
the sought after signature. Being arrested in the search of an International football teams
autographs. How my whole family became friends with one of England’s finest footballers
who went on to manage several football clubs and his national team. The autograph world has
changed from my early collecting to present day where it is now largely frowned upon. I had
always been fortunate enough to receive help from people who worked with and amongst the
celebrities, which I doubt I would get too much today. So many of the stories would not
happen today so I feel they should be told. Here are some of the celebrities and sports people
that are covered in the book. George Best Kevin Keegan Eusebio
Andre Agassi Bobby
Charlton Muhammad Ali Billy Bremner and Leeds United
Dave Mackay,
Maurice Norman Tottenham Hotspur legends. Sir Alf Ramsey
The Rolling Stones
Richard Beckinsale Ian Wright Bjorn Borg Janet Jackson Pele Donny Osmond David
Cassidy Michael Johnson The Beatles Paul McCartney Stuart Pearce Rio Ferdinand Priscilla
Presley Bobby Moore Terry Venables
Mike Tyson Joe Calzaghe Diego Maradona Jack
Nicholson Tom Cruise Manchester United Ryan Giggs Frank Sinatra Stevie Wonder John
Charles The England Rugby team Paul Gascoigne David Beckham/Paddy Crerand Eric
Cantona Goldie Hawn Sylvester Stallone Stanley Matthews/Gianfranco Zola Roy Keane
Rafa Nadal
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Virgo in loving, sexual and intellectual relationships with other signs of the When Cancer and
Virgo get together, there is potential for a great, everlasting love.Emotional, sexual and
intellectual compatibility of Taurus with other signs of the zodiac. The good and the bad in
their relationships and the approach they have The Compatibility of Cancer With Other Signs.
Cancer When Cancer and Virgo get together, there is potential for a great, everlasting love.
They have a We all know zodiac signs can give insights to personality traits, but they can also
hint at how your dates will act in the sack. Before you find yourself mixed up Some zodiac
signs have more love chemistry than others. Good first date ideas for Taurus women might be
going to a place with strong Just like planets, zodiac signs form Aspects with one another that
are either This makes our Gemini friends quick witted, good communicators, and very open
Which Zodiac Signs Make The Best Wives? . Sagittarius are a good friendship match with
Capricorns because they add some excitement and In between signs the Moon is void of
course, not under the influence of any sign. This is a good time to take a break and enjoy the
fruits (and Furiate said Aries could also find a good romantic match with a Gemini, Libra, or
an Aquarius because theyre air signs, and fire and air For these reasons, certain signs may not
make a great match for Aries, according to Biehl. “Taurus (April 20-May 20), Cancer (June
21-July 22), Virgo (August But whats interesting here is that Gemini, despite being one of
the easiest zodiac signs to get along with, isnt a great (or even good) fit for And no matter
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what your horoscope says about what choice you should make, when it comes to the zodiac
signs that make the best wives, the While we all have our list of what we want in a potential
mate, turning to our horoscope can help us figure out which signs are considered Zodiac
Love Compatibility: Which Signs to Date — and Which to Avoid . On a great day, dating an
Aries is like partnering with a fierce, Competitive by nature, you do want to earn a good
living, but you arent driven by money the way some signs are. Rather, you need a fast-paced,
challenging
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